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Welcome from the Director 

The Mississippi Delta is 

simultaneously a unique place and a 

place that has influenced the 

American story like no other.  This 

paradox is summed up in two simple 

statements.  Historian James Cobb 

has described the Delta as "The 

most Southern place on earth." At 

the same time, the National Park 

Service has said "Much of what is 

profoundly American- what people 

love about America- has come from 

the delta, which is often called 'the 

cradle of American culture.'" 

 

This is the Mississippi Delta: a place 

of paradox and contrast, a place 

described by Will Campbell as being 

"of mean poverty and garish 

opulence." A place that has 

produced great authors yet 

continues to suffer from illiteracy. A 

place that has produced great 

wealth for a few but persistent 

poverty for many. A place of 

privilege for some and disadvantage 

for others.   

Dear Colleagues 

A place that has produced powerful political 

leaders, both for and against segregation.  A 

place in which apartheid has been replaced 

by empowerment. A place of unquestioned 

artistic creativity that has given the world 

both the Blues and rock 'n' roll, and is also 

home to Charley Pride, Conway Twitty, 

Bobby Gentry, Sam Cooke, Mose Allison and 

B. B. King. This is the Mississippi Delta, a 

microcosm of America, the most American 

place on earth. 

Dr. Luther Brown (Director) 

Delta Center for Culture and Learning  

Delta State University 

 



 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

  

 

 

 

The Delta has played an enormous 

and much undervalued role in the 

American story.  It has given the 

world much in terms of music, 

literature, journalism, political 

action, foodways, and even sports 

heroes.  It is the ancestral home of 

many Americans who today live in 

metropolitan areas like Detroit or 

Chicago or Oakland.  It has played 

an important role in changing 

America's attitude towards human 

and civil rights.  At the same time, 

many Americans do not really 

know where the Mississippi Delta 

is, and places far from the Delta 

now claim its rightful title to being 

the  "birthplace of the Blues."  

 

The National Endowment for the 

Humanities has made it possible 

for you to explore the Mississippi 

Delta.  You will learn the stories 

that have given this place such a 

unique flavor, a mystique unlike 

any other place in America.  You 

will learn about Charley Patton, 

the Father of the Delta Blues, and 

Robert Johnson, who may or may 

not have sold his soul to the devil 

in return for guitar virtuosity.   

You will learn about Senator James O. Eastland, 

powerful advocate for segregation, and Mrs. Fannie 

Lou Hamer, sharecropper and equally powerful 

advocate for integration, who lived five miles from 

each other in totally different and separate worlds 

that were entirely co-dependent on one another.  

You will learn the tragic story of fourteen year old 

Emmett Till, and how his lynching sparked the civil 

rights movement.  You will learn the stories of 

Mound Bayou, founded by former slaves as an all-

black enclave, and called by President Teddy 

Roosevelt "The Jewel of the Delta."  You will learn 

how the Mississippi River created the Delta and 

how the great flood of 1927 destroyed it.  You will 

learn about how waves of Russian Jews, French and 

Germans, Lebanese, Italians and Chinese 

immigrated to the Delta.  You will learn about the 

clearing of the wilderness, the arrival of railroads, 

cotton, plantations, sharecropping, small towns, the 

Blues and Gospel, and the Great Migration to the 

North, East and West.  

 

Most importantly, you will learn about sense of 

place as you study the place itself as a text.  We will 

learn history where it happened as we move across 

the Delta, stopping at sites that tell stories.  We will 

read what has been called "the invisible landscape,"  

the hidden landscape of stories from the past, as 

we learn about events that transpired in particular 

places and how they changed America.  

 

While doing these things, you will also have the 

opportunity to taste Delta foods, from fried catfish 

and okra and barbecue to fried dill pickles and 

maybe even Kool-Aid pickles if you are bold  



 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

enough.  And of course you will 

listen to the music of the Delta, 

the Blues of Muddy Waters, 

Howlin' Wolf, Son House, Charley 

Patton, and Willie Brown, and also 

the music of Ike Turner, Eric 

Clapton and Led Zeppelin, among 

others.  

 

You will also learn from the Delta's 

landscape, the vast sweep of flat, 

fertile ground that continues 

today to produce an agricultural 

bounty, formerly based on cotton, 

and now based on corn, soybeans 

and rice.  

 

You will also have the opportunity 

to visit some of our nation's great 

museums, including the National 

Civil Rights Museum, the Stax 

Museum of American Soul Music, 

and the brand new B.B. King 

Museum and Delta Interpretive 

Center. 

 

Finally, you will work with your 

colleagues to discover how other 

places, including your own, can be 

read as texts, and how you can 

return to your own place to teach 

others how to read their place as 

text. 

 

By the end of the workshop, you will understand 

how the Mississippi Delta can be both "The most 

Southern place on earth," and "the cradle of 

American culture."   

 

If you are like most people, you will return home 

with stories that you will tell your classes for the 

rest of your life.  And you will gain new respect for 

the power and the poetics of place. 

 

Let me end with some information about the Delta 

center and workshops.  We were funded through 

the NEH Landmarks program in 2009 and 2010, 

and you will find portfolios for all of these 

workshops at links below this message.  You can 

also see the outline of our workshop on the music 

and musicians of Mississippi, and the syllabus for a 

class we offer Delta teachers.  The Music workshop 

was funded by NEH through the Mississippi 

Humanities Council.  We have also presented two 

versions of what we call "The Three R's of the 

Mississippi Delta:  Roads, Rivers and Railways," with 

support from the National Geographic Society and 

the Mississippi Geography Alliance, and we often 

present short workshops for local teachers on 

various subjects. 

 

I hope you participate in this summer's programs 

and look forward to your application.  The links 

below will lead you to further information about 

the workshops. 

 

Sincerely, 

Dr. Luther Brown 
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The Daily Itinerary 

 
Sunday Monday Tuesday Wednesday Thursday Friday Saturday 

Begin End July 8 July 9 July 10  July 11 July 12 July 13 July 14 

7:30 8:00 

Arrival and 

check in 

  
Dockery, The 

Crossroads, 

and Fannie 

Lou Hamer's 

Gravesite, 

with Dr. 

Edgar Smith 

 
Bus ride to 

Memphis 

with 

discussion 

onboard 

and stop 

at the 

Clarksdale 

Greyhound 

Station 

 

8:00 8:30 Registration Bus to 

Greenville Tour of 

Mound 

Bayou 

Guest 

Scholar: The 

Delta in 

Diaspora 

8:30 9:00 

Introduction 

to the 

workshop 

and 

overview of 

the week 

and role of 

Staff 

9:00 9:30 
Discussion of 

the Delta 

Chinese 
9:30 10:00 

Bus ride to 

Indianola 

Emmett 

Till and To 

Kill a 

Mockingbi

rd with 

Henry 

Outlaw 

10:00 10:30 Greenville's 

Black 

Graveyard 

B.B. King 

Museum, 

"Where the 

Southern 

crosses the 

Dog, " 

Charley 

Patton's 

gravesite. 

Cotton 

Museum 

10:30 11:00 

LaLee's 

Kin:  the 

Legacy of 

Cotton 

Charles 

McLaurin 11:00 11:30 
Discussion 

of  the Delta 

Jews 

Stax 

Museum 

of 

American 

Soul Music 

Discussion 
11:30 

12:00 

(Noon

) 

Discussion 

12:00 12:30 

Lunch 

Flood of 1927 

Museum Lunch 

Lunch 

(Four Way 

Grill) 

Lunch 

12:30 1:00 
Bus 

Bus 

1:00 1:30 
Lunch 

bus to 

Little Zion 

Church 

National 

Civil Rights 

Museum 

Curriculum/

Lesson 

plans due 1:30 2:00 Discussion 

led by 

Reggie 

Barns, 

former 

Superintend-

ent, West 

Tallahatchie 

County 

Schools 

Lunch 

2:00 2:30 

Guest 

Scholar: the 

origin and 

evolution of 

the blues 

Panel 

discussion 

of Till case 

Comparing 

The Delta to 

your Place-

a facilitated 

discussion. 

2:30 3:00 

3:00 3:30 Guest Scholar: 

Religious and 

Cultural 

History of the 

Delta: Charles 

Reagan 

MAKE 

YOUR OWN 

MOJO and 

wrap up 

3:30 4:00 Bus to 

important 

sites in the 

Till story 

4:00 4:30 Reception 

at Martin 

and Sue 

Bus 
Peabody 

Hotel 

4:30 5:00 Levee break Bus Ride Please DO 
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5:00 5:30 

King 

Railroad 

Museum, 

Cleveland 

site at 

Mounds 

Landing and 

Great River 

Road 

Wilson 

Dinner 

Emmett 

Till 

Intrepid 

Center 

and bus 

home 

home, with 

discussion 

NOT plan 

departures 

earlier than 

4pm.  It's 

very bad 

juju to miss 

making 

your 

mojo!  We 

recommend 

that you 

stay in the 

Delta 

Saturday 

night.  Why 

not debrief 

at a blues 

club and 

listen to 

some great 

music?  You

'll wish you 

did… 

5:30 6:00 Bus 

6:00 6:30 Catfish 

Supper at 

the Blue 

Levee 
Dinner 

Dinner 
6:30 7:00 

 
7:00 7:30 Bus home 

Curriculum 

Session (Dr. 

Bonta) 

Dinner 

7:30 8:00 

 
 

The History of 

the Blues with 

Bill Abel 

8:00 8:30 

Po' 

Monkey's 

Lounge- 

the last 

rural jook 

house in 

the Delta? 

9:00 9:30 
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PROGRAM CONTENTS 
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Day 1: Sunday, July 8, 2012 

 
 

Welcome Reception 
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The Welcome Reception 

@ Cleveland Railroad Museum, MS 

4:00 - 6:30 PM 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

On the bright Sunday afternoon of the 8th of July, the Martin & Sue King Railroad Heritage 

Museum at Cleveland, Mississippi, was bustling with the shared enthusiasm of teachers, who 

have come from across almost every state in the nation, with the solemn purpose of exploring 

the history, culture and music of the Mississippi Delta, the most Southern Place on Earth. Despite 

making long journeys from different parts of the country, their excitement about getting started 

with the workshop and learning about the delta 

was remarkable. Their radiant expressions and 

sustained and animated conversations with 

everyone in the room conveyed the great time 

they were having befriending their new colleagues.   

 

At the same time, the participants were fascinated 

by the amazing exhibition at the museum. The 

goal of the Railroad Heritage Museum is to 

preserve and promote the history and the culture of the railroad and its impact on the 

establishment, growth, and development of Cleveland, Bolivar County and the Delta Region. The 

outstandingly designed and meticulously assembled replica models the train, the surrounding 

landscape, the neatly organized town, the daily lives of the residents, the sights and scenes and 

even the smell. The participants were highly impressed and appreciated the great efforts of the 

preservation. 

 

  

 

The reception was made possible by these sponsors, who we thank gratefully:   

The City of Cleveland and the Martin and Sue King Railroad Museum, directed by Lisa Miller; Cheryl Line and the 

Tourism Committee of the Cleveland-Bolivar County Chamber of Commerce; Homer Sledge and the Cleveland 

Nehi Bottling company; Robert Heslip and Cecil’s Liquor Store;  the Parlor Pearlers of Calvary Episcopal Church; 

Rachel Tate and Gregory Cole; Asa Atkinson and Eddy Causey, railroad engineers and train operators.   
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Day 2: Monday, July 9, 2012 

 
 
Welcome to the Delta 
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Introduction 

@ Aviation Building, Delta State University 

8:00 - 10:00 AM 

 

Dr. Brown introduced the Delta 

Center for Culture and Learning 

and the staff of the workshop and 

described how they are the 

management entity of the 

Mississippi Delta National 

Heritage Area and are 

continuously working towards 

promoting the promoting the 

understanding, preservation and 

dissemination of the history and 

culture of the delta. 

 

The one common thing that all the staff had to say 

to the participants was to make an effort to be 

truly and sincerely present in all the activities 

throughout the week and to be very active in 

taking advantage of all the great opportunities 

that they will have access to in terms of learning 

about the Delta. As a part of this experiential 

learning workshop, Dr. Brown also suggested that 

participants “read the place as a text” and 

challenge themselves in this exotic landscape. 

 

Dr. Brown went through the housekeeping 

issues, financial issues and the right code of 

conduct and morale. The participants 

received course binders filled with a wide 

variety of interesting resources, including 

different types of readings and literature, 

maps, popular food recipes, posters, 

pamphlets, leaflets, brochures and other 

informative pieces about resources and 

attractions in the local community, maps, guides to the area, etc. Dr. Brown touched briefly on 

the purpose of those items and how best to utilize them. 

 

Then he also gave the participants an idea about how the workshop is divided into days of 

particular themes and how all the activities, like the song of the day, taste of the day and all the 

sessions pertaining to that day, serve to add to that particular theme. 
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The participants were then split up in pairs and 

they interviewed each other in order to get to 

know each other better and to groom the 

shared learning experience. They were also 

requested to extract out a unique identifier of 

their partner. The outcome was amazing! The 

activity revealed what a dynamic and diverse 

group of teachers were present in the pool. In 

addition to having representatives from multiple states, 

we had a black belt in Karate at the age of 34, 

someone who has recently adopted a daughter form 

China, someone owning a large collection of Muppet 

memorabilia, someone who ran 16 marathons, 

someone who walked the mountains of the Himalayas 

and other fascinating characters. 

 

Introduction to Curriculum Sessions 

@ Delta State University 

10:00 - 11:00 AM 

 

Dr. Brown started session with the pleasing news about the flexibility 

on the restrictions imposed by the authority on the type of material 

that they wanted to produce as their reflection on the workshop. 

Unlike previous years, they are not strictly restricted to lesson plans 

and can choose to go for video-documentaries, short-plays, poems, 

songs, essays, well-crafted blog posts etc.   

 

Dr. Mark Bonta, an Associate Professor of Geography in the Division 

of Social Sciences and History as well as the Senior Faculty Associate 

at the Center for Community and Economic Development, is the 

assigned curriculum advisor for the participants. He has worked 

closely with Dr. Luther Brown on several occasions, including in the 'Three Rs of the Delta' 

summer geography institutes for Mississippi teachers. 

 

A recent accomplishment of his is his work towards launching the Master of Arts in Liberal 

Studies degree, which includes a 'Mississippi Delta Studies' concentration, at Delta State 

University. He explained how this is the first of its kind program and promises to encourage a 

greater focus on the history and culture of the region among budding scholars and the general 

public. 

 

“They often know things 

about the Mississippi Delta. 

But they don’t know that 

what they know about the 

MS delta is the MS delta.” 

- Dr. Brown  
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All the participants seemed very pleased having such a proactive personality, especially with 

such a wide range of scholarly interests and expertise related to the Delta. Dr. Bonta also 

expressed his keen interest and willingness to help the participants come up with a very good 

piece of material that is reflective of the best things that they have learned during the workshop. 

 

Delta Geography: Where Are We? 

@ Delta State University 

10:15 - 11:05 AM 

The participants began this segment of the day 

by taking a quiz entitled “Where in America?” It 

was actually a trick quiz on the MS delta, where 

some highlights of the delta were posed as 

questions and interestingly the answers to all 

the questions were the Mississippi Delta. The 

participants’ knowledge was probed in the 

process and those important features of the 

delta were cemented in their mind.  

 

Dr. Brown took 

each of those 

questions at a time, and elaborated on how those features 

features came into being. There were explanations on: how the 

first settlements were only around the navigable streams since 

the MS delta was 90 percent swampy wilderness, creation of the 

alluvial plain and the natural levee system, the motivation 

behind the beginning of the cultivation of cotton, how two-

thirds of the merchant class was born outside of the US and how certain nationalities adhered to 

certain professions, the emigrant tide- “The Mississippi Delta existing is Diaspora”, the rapidity 

with which the land ownerships in the delta changed from two-thirds black landowners to 93% 

tenants. Being an ardent fan of the Blues, Dr. Brown also talked volumes of the Blues and 

discussed the common misconceptions, controversies and fascinating developments as well. He 

also went onto explain the popular pop music like rock n roll, rap, hip-hop, R&B, country are 

basically offspring of the Blues and why the 

Mississippi Delta should be named as the birthplace 

of “American Music”- Father of the Blues (Charley 

Patton), Rock-n-Roll (Ike Turner), Country Music 

(Jimmy Rogers), King of Blues (B.B. King) and The 

King (Elvis)- all are Mississippians.  

 

Finally, he candidly explained why famous 

historians, authors and many popular media have 

called the Mississippi Delta, “the cradle of American 
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culture”, “the Most Southern place on Earth”, “the essence of American society”, “a mirror within 

a mirror, capturing the Nation’s most controversial traits in merciless sharp detail”. He also 

brought up references of media releases that juxtaposes the extremes of the Mississippi Delta: 

”abject poverty and garish opulence” living side by side and then went on to stretch that these 

scenario makes up not only the delta but the whole of American in the wider picture.   

 

 

Documentary: LaLee’s Kin: The Legacy of Cotton 

@ Delta State University 

1:15 - 2:45 PM 

 

This documentary film chronicles the story of the family of LaLee Wallace, 

a woman living in West Tallahatchie County, Mississippi, one of the 

poorest counties not only in the Delta but also in the United States as a 

whole. LaLee, the great-granddaughter of a slave and the descendant of 

sharecroppers, lives in a community plagued by poverty and illiteracy. It 

is here that she struggles to care for her extended family, the 

grandchildren and great-grandchildren that her own children have left in 

her care. The documentary greatly succeeds in putting forward to the 

audience, how despite the so many impediments and hardships, LaLee 

makes it a strong priority to send her grandchildren to school and strives 

to equip them with the tools necessary to make a better future for 

themselves. The cinematography is very absorbing, the dialogues and expressions are all 

genuine and the mode of delivery of the story is very gripping.   

 

The documentary is also the story of Reggie Barnes, the 

superintendent of the West Tallahatchie School System, 

and his relentless struggle, outmost efforts and selfless 

dedication to get the level one West Tallahatchie schools 

off of probation by raising standardized test scores. His 

altruistic 

concern for the 

community is 

reflected in his genuine apprehension that if the 

state takes charge, all the advancements made so 

far will start crumbling down; understanding the 

local context and crafting solutions from local 

grounds is unconditionally imperative in bringing 

advancements in that particular region and people from the state levels can only do more to 

inadvertently harm than help. 

 

This thought provoking documentary provides insight into a forgotten place and a sharp and 

candid insight at a family and school system that is diligently working with scrimpy resources to 

stop the vicious cycle of all the deadly threats that come with illiterate parents. They are 

 

“2% of the amount of money 

it takes to house an inmate, 

if given to the school, it could 

literate a child.” 

- Reggie Barnes 
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struggling unyieldingly to overcome the debilitating legacy of cotton, 

slavery, and sharecropping which all devalued education, promoted 

illiteracy, acidified cultivation of moral and social values and as a 

result led to a pathetic scenario of lack of self-empowerment and 

helplessness.  

 

The final version was released in late December of 2000. It was shown 

at the Sun Dance Film Festival in 2001 and nominated for an Oscar 

that same year. 

 

Discussion with Reggie Barnes,Former Superintendent of West Tallahatchie School System 

@ Delta State University 

2:55- 4:00 PM 

 

The floor was open to questions 

and discussions. The participants 

were very eager to get their 

thoughts through to him and to 

have all those badgering queries 

in their minds clarified. They 

were all absorbed as Dr, Barnes 

described everything in his 

riveting voice. He started with 

how the livelihood of the 

remaining people kept on going downhill with the efflux of the white people from the delta, as 

most of the influential and donating and contributing authorities went away with them.  

 

He requested everyone to approach all the scenarios with the mindset: “If it would not be good 

enough for your children, it should not be good enough for any other kids as well.” He made it 

very clear how the context in the county was very different to most of the other places in the 

nation at that time. It was unimaginable how huge of a struggle it was to educate the kids at 

that time, since most of their levels of knowledge and intellect was shockingly below par due to 

lack of proper exposure and grooming. They were built up in such a way that they never felt the 

urge to ask any questions; it was like no one inspired 

them to care or motivate them to enjoy the learning 

of new knowledge. In addition, The development 

and performance of the school going children was 

very much intertwined and highly influenced by the 

many different social predicaments, like scanty and 

unhealthy eating habits, deplorable accommodation, 

deleterious parenting and family conditions, 

injurious neighborhood ambience, omnipresent 

physical and sexual-abuse threats etc. Those children very much needed befitting role-models; 

people that they could look up to, rely for guidance and interact on a one to one basis.  

 

“When you run into a brick 

wall, climb it, dig a hole 

underneath it, break it or do 

something, because you 

can…don’t just stand there and 

say you have lost!” 
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Furthermore, they had plenty of recurring infrastructural 

problems, combined with very meager resources and funds. 

However, the experience that he had in managing and pulling 

through all this build him up with values and skills that he 

believes are incredibly worthwhile and have given him an 

important perspective on life and have shaped him brilliantly 

for all his future endeavors.  

 

The documentary received great acclaims and was nominated 

for an Academy Award. He also went onto describe how 

deeply the public from all over the nation were moved by the 

finished documentary and waves of donations of school 

supplies came from everywhere. Those were bright times. But unfortunately that did not last 

very long, as his efforts to pull up the school were later scorned upon; he was accused of 

bringing in too many white people, disregarding 

the fact that most of the competent teachers, 

willing to come over and teach in that county, were 

white and not blacks. He eventually had to leave 

and move on and unfortunately, things started 

backsliding and the current condition of the school 

is such that the school is threatened to be taken 

over by the state again. 

 

A highlight of the question and answer session was 

his unequivocal response that the first thing he 

would plead for in order to change the scenario of the county is the establishment of politicians 

who genuinely feel and sincerely care about the state of Mississippi.  

 

Bus Ride to Mounds Landing 

Delta Countryside 

4:10 - 5:00 PM 

 

Participants took a bus ride to Mounds Landing, the site 

of the crevasse (break in the levee) during the Great 

Flood of 1927. During the bus ride, participants learned 

about the significance of the flood through discussion by 

Dr. Brown and a documentary film entitled Fatal Flood. 

The Great Flood of 1927 occurred when a season of high 

rain and many large storms caused some of the levees 

on the Mississippi River to crevasse, resulting in what 

was at the time the worst natural disaster the United States had ever experienced. The flood 

devastated the Delta, killing an estimated 500 people and covering the entire Delta with deep 

water, which destroyed homes and ruined farms and property. The flood lead to increased 
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migration out of the Delta by those with the means, and it forced those unable to leave to 

become refugees. 

 

Not only did the flood result in a change from the “levees only” approach to river management, 

but it also changed the way the government was involved in relief from natural disasters by 

prompting a more proactive government response including direct relief instead of mere 

coordination. The flood had a significant cultural, historic, economic, and environmental impact 

on the Delta and the United States as a whole. 

 

Mounds Landing 

@ Scott, MS 

5:00 - 5:20 PM 

 

The site of the levee break is on private property in the 

“27 Break Hunting Club.” Participants had the privilege 

to enter the site and take a walking tour of the levee, 

notice the engineering advancements made and 

contemplate about the serene as well as the merciless 

attributes of the Mississippi river, standing at the edge 

of its bank 

and staring 

at its 

vastness. 

They tried to visualize the horrific nature of the 

scenario looking at those 20 foot tall trees and 

realizing the fact that their topmost crowns were 

underwater. 

 

Standing 

at that tragic historic site, Dr. Brown gave a vivid and 

lively description of what happened and told the 

personal experiences of a few surviving victims from 

that day. He also went onto explain the science 

behind the cause of the crevasse in the levee and 

how such flaws could be avoided in the future. 
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Great River Road State Park 

@ Rosedale, MS 

5:30-6 PM 

 

This State Park along the river has been closed since the flooding in Spring, 2011, but special 

permission was given to our group to enter the park. Participants admired the beauty of the 

Mississippi River and the surrounding soothing landscape from atop a 75-foot high overlook 

tower. There were absorbing the complete shock of the fact everything in the surrounding that 

was under 20 feet high was under water, even in the recent Mississippi flood of 2011.  

 

Catfish Supper at the Great River Road State Park 

@ The Blue Levee, Rosedale, MS 

6:00 - 7:00 PM 

 

After exploring the park for a while, the participants enjoyed 

their first authentic Mississippi meal. The taste of the day 

was a delicious catfish supper complete with hush puppies, 

french fries, cole slaw, sweet tea, lemonade, and rich and 

savory banana pudding.  

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

“Tasting the Catfish is 

fundamental to 

understanding the Delta.” 

- Dr. Brown 
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Bus Ride Back to Campus 

@ Mississippi Countryside 

7:00 - 7:30 PM 

 

During the bus ride back to campus, Dr. Brown played a variety of blues music and told heritage 

stories connected to the music, as workshop participants wrapped up their first full day 

experiencing the Mississippi Delta together. 
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Day 3: Tuesday, July 10, 2012 

 
 

Immigrant Stories of 
the Delta 
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Bus Ride to Greenville, MS 

@ Delta Countryside 

8:00-9:00 AM 

 

On the way to Greenville the group watched the Delta Jews, an 

informative film about the Delta’s Jewish population and their unique 

heritage. Occupying an undefined space “somewhere between black 

and white” in Southern society, Delta Jews held a unique perspective 

into the intricate workings of the South. Working as mostly shop 

keepers who operated stores that catered to both populations, Delta 

Jews interacted with both races regularly. Holding some commonality 

with blacks as they struggled to preserve their native culture; yet 

identifying with whites in their ability to enjoy several social privileges, 

Delta Jews straddled the fine dividing line between the races. 

 

After the film, Dr. Brown started the next session on 

immigrants, which was about the Delta Chinese. The 

Chinese first arrived at the Delta during the 

Reconstruction period (1865-1877). The period was a 

time of considerable turmoil in Mississippi as the 

state adjusted after the Civil War to the end of 

slavery and the defeat of the Confederacy. In their 

new environment, they sought ways to earn money 

and to adapt to the predominant culture of the state 

while preserving their ethnic identity. Tensions were 

high between the black freedmen and whites. 

Because the labor system was unsettled, planters 

recruited the Chinese as a possible replacement for the freed African American laborers.  

 

The Chinese soon realized that working on a plantation did not produce economic success. They 

then turned to another activity — opening and running grocery stores. The first Chinese grocery 

store in Mississippi likely appeared in the early 1870s. 

 

Chinese grocers carved out a successful, distinctive 

role. One reason for their success was a cohesive 

family system. Blacks and whites did not, however, 

see Chinese as precisely equivalent to blacks. 

Chinese were culturally and linguistically quite 

different from Mississippi African Americans, and 

their merchant status was above that of most 

blacks. The Chinese grocery was, however, a 

welcoming place for African Americans in the Delta. 

The Chinese were middlemen between blacks and 
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whites, often providing a needed contact point in a segregated society. 

 

The desire to become identified with white society shaped the institutions that anchored 

Chinese society in Mississippi. By the 1930s, the Baptist church became important for the Delta 

Chinese, particularly the Chinese Baptist Church in Cleveland, and served as a center for 

wedding banquets, community service projects, fundraising activities, funerals, and other 

occasions that brought the extended Chinese community together. 

  

The Delta Chinese won the friendship of the blacks and the trust of the whites in business 

dealings. They were small in number and never had the support for ethnic identity that large 

Chinese communities in America had. Nevertheless, the Chinese made new lives as Southerners 

and became a notable feature of Delta society.  

 

Chinese Cemeteries 

@ Greenville, MS 

9:00-9:45 AM 

 

Chinese were forced to establish their own 

schools, churches, and even cemeteries as a way 

of abiding by the South’s strict segregationist 

codes. In 1913, this unjust treatment ultimately 

led the Chinese population of Greenville to the 

purchase an acre of land for the establishment 

of a Chinese Cemetery. As the participants 

walked around the cemetery, they were 

intrigued by the careful and meticulous details 

and embellishments on the headstones and 

other markers. The cemetery displayed a distinct 

ethnic pride. As perhaps the oldest Chinese 

cemetery in Mississippi, the old Chinese Cemetery 

of 1913 (now marked with a historical marker) and 

the new lot purchased in 1931 serve as a powerful 

symbol of the unique heritage that characterizes 

the 

Delta 

Chinese.  
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Live Oak Cemetery 

@ Greenville, MS 

9:45-10:15 AM 

 

At Live Oak 

Cemetery, the 

historically African 

American cemetery 

in Greenville, Dr. 

Brown told the 

group the story of 

Holt Collier, whose 

grave is located in 

the cemetery. Collier 

was a skilled African 

American hunter who also fought as a Confederate soldier in the 

Civil War. Perhaps most famous for his role in a legendary hunting 

excursion with Teddy Roosevelt, Collier, indirectly precipitated the 

creation of the Teddy Bear craze. As the story goes, Collier trapped 

and bound a bear for President Roosevelt to kill as the first kill of the 

day. However, after seeing how cute the bear was, Teddy Roosevelt refused to kill the tethered 

animal. Thus, from this tale grew the legendary story of Teddy and the bear--which eventually 

led to the “teddy bear” craze. 

 

Hebrew Union Temple 

@ Greenville, MS 

10:15-11:20 AM 

 

Benji Nelkins, a layperson at Hebrew 

Union Temple, welcomed the group into 

the sanctuary to give a brief background 

on his congregation and discuss the 

Delta’s Jewish heritage. Built in 1906, 

Hebrew Union Temple was one of the 

first and largest temples in the state of 

Mississippi. Mr. Nelkins described the 

lively blend of Jewish traditions and 

Southern ideals that characterized the 

members of Hebrew Union Temple, Delta 

Jews in general. By contrasting an active past with the a slacked off present, Mr. Nelkins went on 

to discuss the congregation's steady decline as many Delta Jews have left the area in search of 

better opportunities. 
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The Temple housed a sanctuary that was 

decorated majestically and artistically. There 

were stained-glass and wall paintings, portraits 

and other items of reflections and 

representations of historic and religious 

significance that fascinated the participants.  

Mr. Nelkin gave a briefing of the place and 

addressed all the inquiries that was raised in 

the participants mind after watching the film 

on the bus.  

 

The Temple also houses the “Century of History” 

Museum. It is more like a narrative museum because its 

display is organized along a story line. The story describes 

the roles of actors who were involved in the creating and 

organizing of a band of Jewish immigrants that settled in 

a small southern town into a viable and creative force in 

the forging and development of their congregation and 

community. The style of delivery of information gave the 

participants a nice perspective of the scenario and lifestyles 

 

1927 Flood Museum 

@ Greenville, MS 

11:20-11:40 AM 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

As the last event in Greenville, the group toured the 1927 Flood Museum, located next door to 

Hebrew Union Temple. At the museum, the participants had the opportunity to view authentic 

artifacts, photos and timeline posters documenting the Great Flood of 1927. The exhibits and 

information at the museum supplemented the film Fatal Flood and this combined package 

provided the participants with a comprehensive understanding of the historic event. 
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Religious and Cultural History of the Delta 

@ Delta State University 

2:30-5:00 PM 

 

Dr. Charles Reagan Wilson, 

formerly the director of the 

Center for the Study of Southern 

Culture and currently a faculty 

member of the history 

department at the University of 

Mississippi, spoke to the group 

about the spiritual life of the 

Mississippi Delta. 

 

Dr. Wilson began his depiction of 

the religious landscape in the 

Delta with a discussion of the 

limited, though present, religious 

diversity. Originating from the many different immigrant populations, the Delta is home to a 

substantial Catholic and Jewish population. According to Dr. Wilson, immigrants in the Delta 

clung to their religion as a means of preserving a sense of cultural identity.  

 

Moving on to focus on the primary religious influences in the area, Wilson went on to explain 

that the Delta, as well as the south as a whole, is dominated by the Protestant faith. As primarily 

Evangelical Baptist, many Deltans, especially African Americans, emphasize the religious 

experience and salvation as the cornerstone of their beliefs. 

 

He talked about how the ideology of the popular and influential churches was predominantly 

evangelical. Their prime mission was to reach out to people with the aim of conversion and to 

bolster their spirits and faith with the message that salvation and redemption is possible. The 

authority of the bible has always been emphasized in the delta but the focus was more in terms 

of upholding the righteousness of the individual, rather than maintaining a righteous, cohesive 

and salubrious society as a whole. The culture of preaching was more oral and geared towards 

verbal orientation.  

 

Dr. Wilson pointed out that religious music was at the heart of struggle of Fannie Lou Hamer. 

Miss Hamer found inspiration and strength in freedom songs that were both sacred and secular.  

 

During the last phase of the lecture, Dr. Wilson played songs 

originating at different parts of delta over different time frames 

and from different cultural backgrounds. All of them were folk 

songs, passed on by oral means. His playlist was arranged such 

that the audience was taken down the road from traditional 

religious music to gospel music.   

“The Delta cultivated 

a unique bittersweet 

marinate in religion.” 

- Dr. Charles Reagan 

Wilson 
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He talked about how the preachers of those days would carefully abide by the idea that religion 

serves different purposes for the white owners and the black slaves. For instance, they would 

preach to the black that in God’s eyes you are all equal and are spiritually liberated, but in the 

material world you should be subservient race.    

 

As Dr. Brown pointed out, the Mississippi delta is a very bible believing part of the world and at 

the same time there has been no prohibition of drinking and gambling. So, here again is the 

manifestation of the two sides of the coin- the secular and the highly forbidden habits 

coexisting side by side. 

 

The session concluded with the discussion about the Blues Music being labeled as the Devil’s 

Music. Dr. Wilson explained that the tension between the church people and the blues was that 

the blues believed that their supernatural abilities in Music were credited to the power of the 

devil. Also the core themes of Blues songs were largely sensuality, sexuality, intimate 

attachments and other practices that were scorned upon by a religious institution like the 

church. 

 

The History of the Blues with Bill Abel: 

@ Delta State University 

7:00-9:00 PM 

 

The saying is that, if one has ever 

been to one of the many blues 

festival in the Mississippi Delta, one is 

very likely to have come across Bill 

Abel. This Belzoni, Mississippi native 

has been a fixture in the Delta and 

Hill Country for the past couple of 

decades. Growing up in Belzoni, he 

befriended a neighborhood welder 

and blues guitarist, Paul 'Wine' Jones, 

who became his mentor. He's 

frequently backed Big George Brock, 

Cadillac John Nolden, T-Model Ford 

and the late Paul 'Wine' Jones in performance and recorded with Big George Brock, Hubert 

Sumlin, Odell Harris, Sam Carr and Cadillac John Nolden, among many others. 
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In his latest release 'One-Man Band,' Bill brings his audience into 

the world of the Delta blues as a solo act, playing as many 

instruments as possible in a 'live' setting. He accomplishes this by 

playing both lead and rhythm on a multitude of guitar setups, 

switching between electric guitar, dobro, and his own homemade 

cigar-box guitars while playing hi-hat and snare with one foot and 

bass drum with another, all the while accompanying himself vocally 

with his signature coarse growl. The end result is a raw, undiluted 

adaptation of largely electric blues rooted deep in the Mississippi 

delta tradition.  

On display in the room were many of Bill Abel’s handmade diddly 

bows and guitars, some of which were made out of driftwood and 

cigar boxes.  He played some fantastic music with those instruments. The variations in the kind 

of music each of those diddly bows played were outstanding. The incorporation of creativity and 

sound thinking and the strong musical sense in building up those great instruments were clearly 

evident in the amazingly unique music each of them produced. 

 

Bill gave his account of the history and growth of the Delta Blues music. He went onto explain 

his views on the tension between the church and the bluesmen. According to him, the blues 

HAD to be darker and deeper and signify the pain and suffering and pool of emotions that 

rushed through the bluesmen. Hence they had to have that coarse and lewd flavor to their 

themes. 

 

He was very close to Sun House and talked about how Sun House described the Blues. 

According to him, real blues is not for entertainment; it is a very melancholy and emotional art 

and has its traces at the church. According to House, one of the primary motives of primitive 

Blues was to actually ardently and candidly plea and cry out to God. Nevertheless, he would 

stress that one cannot simply define the Blues; it is more of a deeply drawing buoying up  [insert 

adjective] essence that each singer adopts and grooms in their own special way. 

He talked about how the Blues evolved 

significantly as it moved to Chicago. He 

insisted that at all the different stations 

of the Blues, the nature of the Blues 

music have very much intertwined with 

the personality and psyche of the singer 

and may sound very different. 
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Day 4: Wednesday, July 11, 2012 

 
 

The Birthplace of the 
Blues 
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Dr. Edgar Smith 

@ Delta State University 

7:30-7:50 AM 

 

The Most Southern Place participants gathered in front of Aviation 

Building to begin a day dedicated to the history of the Blues and the 

culture that brought it into existence. While on the bus, the 

participants were introduced to the topic via a recording of Langston 

Hughes’s “Weary Blues” and Robert Johnson’s “Crossroad Blues”. The 

group also welcomed Dr. Edgar Smith, a member of the Mississippi 

Blues Commission and native Mississippian, as a guest speaker joining 

the journey through the roots of America’s music. 

 
 
 

 

Bus Ride to the Dockery Farms 

8:00 – 8:45 AM 

 

Heritage Story of Highway 61: 

Dr. Brown discussed the 

significance of Highway 61. It is the 

highway that stretches more than 

1300 miles as it bisects the US from 

New Orleans to Minneapolis and 

onto the Canadian border. Today, 

Highway 61 is best known as The 

Blues Highway because it was the 

immediate link between the Delta, 

and points north including Memphis and ultimately the way to 

Chicago, and to New Orleans in the South. If they did not ride the Illinois Central Railroad, 

almost all the Bluesman in the 1920s and 1930s drove up Highway 61. Highway 61 is also called 

the Freedom Road, because it was the road out of the South of Jim Crow and into “the land of 

California, to my sweet home Chicago”, as Robert Johnson said (with reference to California 

Avenue, not the state of California). 
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Dockery Farms 

@ Dockery, MS 

8:45-9:15 AM 

 

Once the group arrived at the Dockery Farms, Dr. 

Brown introduced the site with a short video 

called the 'Good Morning Blues', featuring a 

young B.B. King, standing near the Dockery Farms 

Seed House while narrating why the Dockery 

Farms is “The Birthplace of the Blues”. He 

discussed the historic significance of Dockery and 

especially how Charley Patton’s life was closely 

intertwined with the Dockery. At Dockery, Patton, 

performed and perfected the musical style now 

called the Blues. As the first artist to record his 

music, Patton earned his place in musical history as the father of a great American art form, the 

Blues.  

 

After the video, Dr. Brown expanded on the history 

of Dockery Farms. Established in 1895 by Will 

Dockery, Dockery was the quintessential Delta 

Plantation. With its own US Post Office, three 

churches, a railroad terminal, boarding houses, 

sizable cotton gin, horse stable, blacksmith shop, 

seed house as well as a full-time doctor, Dockery 

Farms functioned as a bustling company town that 

was home to over 2,000 sharecropping families. 

 

By the 1920's Dockery Farms had grown to a 

community of several thousand workers and it was 

home to a number of Blues pioneers, among them 

Henry Sloan, Charley Patton, Willie Brown, Tommy 

Johnson, and Roebuck "Pop" Staples. It was at Dockery 

that these musicians lived and learned from one 

another. They played in the boarding houses and 

commissary at Dockery, and in the juke joints of 

neighboring towns where they were joined by Robert 

Johnson, Elmore James, Sonny Boy Williamson, and 

Howlin' Wolf. They left Dockery on the plantation's Pea Vine Railroad and traveled north to 

record. Their songs would influence the development of popular music all over the world. 

 

The participants had some time to explore the Dockery grounds and go through some of its 

remaining establishments like the cotton gin, seed house, church buildings and some boarding 

houses. 
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Robert Johnson and the Crossroads 

@ Dockery Road and Ruleville Road 

9:20-9:35 AM 

 

The next site in the Most Southern Place’s journey through 

Blues history was the crossroads of Dockery Road and 

Ruleville Road. Here, as legend says, Robert Johnson, 

initially a Bluesman with more ambition than talent, sold 

his soul to the Devil in exchange for extraordinary guitar 

prowess. Some Blues Historians have argued that the 

“devil” in question is the Yoruba god Legba (sometimes 

Eshu), a trickster associated with crossroads. While it may 

be true that African folktales sometimes deal with 

crossroads, it is also true that many cultures view 

crossroads as places of decision, threat, opportunity and potential violence.  

 

Although Johnson never denied the rumors, 

Blues historians are highly divided on the validity 

and literal or metaphorical meaning of the 

statement. The metaphorical interpretation talks 

about making a solemn choice; a choice at the 

crossroads that resulted in a commitment to the 

Blues (the Devil’s Music) instead of the Gospel 

and the Church.  

 

In any case, Robertson Johnson did not enjoy the 

life of the Bluesman for very long. Someone, possibly the husband of the woman she was 

seeing, put rat poison in his whiskey in a juke at “Three Forks”. He died a few days later at the 

age of 27.  
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Fannie Lou Hamer 

@ Ruleville, MS 

9:45-10:10 AM 

 

With Fannie Lou Hamer and the SNCC Freedom Singers 

playing in the background, the group continued to 

Ruleville to tour Fannie Lou Hamer’s gravesite. Once 

there, Dr. Brown told the powerful story of Fannie Lou 

Hamer’s life and her role as a prominent civil rights 

leader. Miss Hamer, working most of her adult life as a 

bookkeeper on a sharecropping plantation, emerged as 

a influential civil rights leader after she lost her home 

and her job because she 

tried to register to vote. 

She is remembered for her response: “Mr. Dee, I didn’t go down 

there to register for you. I went down there to register for myself.” 

She went onto become a member 

of the Mississippi Freedom 

Democratic Party delegation to the 

1964 Democratic National 

Convention, ultimately precipitating 

the Voting Rights Act. With her 

famous speech to the Credentials 

Committee at the 1964 Democratic National Convention, Miss 

Hamer became a beacon of light exposing the discrimination faced by many African Americans 

in the South. She had an exalting vision of racial harmony and an outstanding ability to 

articulate her ideas with a powerful religious rhetoric that had deep resonance for her audience 

but had no trace of practiced cant.  

 

Mrs. Hamer went 

on to expand her 

cause to include 

the fight for basic 

human rights for 

all. She also 

established the 

Freedom Farm, a 

non-profit farm 

that provided food 

and aid for former sharecroppers. It is here, on a portion of 

Freedom Farm, that Fannie Lou Hamer is memorialized for her 

great accomplishments. 

 

 

“I am sick and tired of 

being sick and tired.” 

- Fannie Lou Hamer 
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Dr. Smith was there to witness Fannie Lou Hamer being awarded an honorary degree, in 1969, 

from the Tougaloo College. He was the chief speaker for the event. His college supported Miss 

Hamer’s efforts to support individuals who had been stripped off of their lands and farms. He 

shared a letter that was written by Miss Hamer to the him expressing her heartfelt gratitude for 

all the help and donations. Dr. Smith got very emotional when reading the letter out loud as he 

began to relive that moment. All the participants were deeply moved at how this lady did so 

much for so little. It was a moment of deep appreciation and reverence.   

B.B King Museum 

@ Indianola, MS 

10:45-12:30 PM 

 

On the drive to 

Indianola, Dr. Smith 

spoke about his own 

life growing up in the 

Delta as a poor black 

child.  He praised the 

educators and 

community members 

who had stimulated 

him to go on to 

become the VP for Academic Affairs at the University of 

Massachusetts.  He also described the Mississippi Blues 

Commission and its efforts to promote the Blues.  He said “The Blues is Truth!”  The B.B. King 

Museum in King’s hometown of Indianola, MS, explores King’s 60-plus year career through the 

presentation of Mr. King’s personal papers, materials, and objects from his life and work, along 

with cutting edge multi-media and film. 

 

Once at the museum, the group was welcomed by a 

member of the museum staff who guided the 

participants through a tour of the renovated cotton 

gin attached to the museum. In this cotton gin, King, 

like many other Delta youth in the 1940’s and 1950’s, 

held his first 

official job 

working the 

gin machines. 

The 

participants then enjoyed a short introductory movie on 

King’s life, and then continued to explore the museum’s 

official exhibits. Beginning with the social sights and 

scenes of the Mississippi Delta and ending with modern 
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music and an interactive guitar studio, the museum is designed such that the visitors can 

experience chronologically the periods in B.B. King’s life in the larger context of a changing 

world, moving through an interactive environment that is visually stimulating and full of music. 

 

The Origin and Evolution of the Blues: 

@ Delta State University 

2:00-5:00 PM 

 

After lunch, the group reconvened to welcome Dr. 

David Evans, an ethnomusicologist from the 

University of Memphis. He has been performing 

country blues (vocal and guitar) since 1962, 

having learned directly from many southern blues 

musicians of an older generation. Much of this 

learning was gained in the course of his field 

research on the country blues tradition, beginning 

in 1965. He is the author of Tommy Johnson 

(1971), Big Road Blues: Tradition and Creativity in 

the Folk Blues (1982) and The NPR Curious 

Listener’s Guide to Blues (2005), along with many other publications, and has produced many 

field and studio recordings of blues, gospel and folk music. 

 

Dr. Evans treated the participants to a thorough investigation of the origins and evolution of 

Blues music. His research says that it is impossible to pinpoint the birthplace of the blues to a 

specific town or plantation. Hence, there is honestly no way to locate the exact origin or father 

or mother of Blues music. However, it can be said with assurance that the emergence of the 

Blues music happened near the very end of the 19th Century or the very beginning of the 20th 

Century. We can also certainly say that the delta is the greatest incubation chamber of the Blues 

and gave birth to some of the most influential Blues singers. 

Beginning with its roots in gospel, Dr. Evans 

dissected the stylistic and technical evolution of 

the Blues, specifically the Mississippi Delta 

Blues. Characterizing this type of regional music 

as a 12 line, 3 bar song using mostly personal 

accounts and narratives as subject matter, Dr. 

Evans explained the common threads in the 

works of several Delta Bluesmen. Frankness in 

the discussion of intimate and sensual contents 

is a very popular hallmark of the Blues. The 

singers often played at least one instrument, mostly guitar, if not more and it was more like a 
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very essential second, third or fourth voice. This type of incorporation was a radically new 

concept at that time; prior to this, instruments were just supplements and could well be 

dispensable.  

The Blues singers invented the Blues Notes on the guitar. These are special notes that have a 

degree of flexibility of scale associated with them, especially a note sung or played at a slightly 

lower pitch than that of the major scale for expressive purposes. Examples include: gliding 

upward or downward or alternating rapidly, slide or bottleneck technique, bend notes and other 

exceptional techniques. He also emphasized on the two important features of the Delta blues 

music which his study brought out to him: Intensity and Minimalism. 

Dr. Evans then explained why the Blues emerged in the Mississippi delta.  The delta was initially 

almost completely covered in swampy wilderness. In order for civilization to start, there was the 

need for young and crazy energetic men, who had little to lose leaving home, for chopping 

down the tress and clearing the swamps. Hence, there happened this mass immigration of 

African Americans in the delta. The pay was good and the workers in the height of their youth, 

were very inclined to spend. Hence, music and vices were widespread. So, there was an 

abundance of secular music. Most of the plantation owners were okay with the juke joints and 

also churches did not emerge, so the circumstances were very favorable for the incubation of 

the core of the Blues.  

 

Dr. Evans explained why despite being labeled as the Devil’s Music, people embraced the Blues. 

One has to realize that the Blues have some kind of inbuilt catharsis role. So, it is something like, 

you sing the blues to get rid of the blues. There are certain sensual issues in life that one does 

not want go to the priest or other people who give moralizing sermons; these victims of 

circumstances steam their Blues off by resorting to the Blues. However, although the blues is 

often referred to as melancholy music, it strongly represents the bloom of creativity under 

conditions of great adversity. 

 

To close the afternoon, Dr. Evans preformed several traditional Blues songs to highlight the 

musical elements that he discussed in his lecture. Playing such songs as Jimmy Reed’s “You 

don’t have to go” and Tommy McLennans’s “Highway 51”, the group concluded their musical 

pilgrimage through Blues history on a high note. 

 

Dinner 

5:00-7:00 PM 

 

Curriculum Session  

7:00- 9:00 PM 

Dr. Mark Bonta met with the participants and discussed any issues they had dealing with the 

written product they would leave behind at the end of the workshop.  He introduced the 

concept of a palimpsest, and described the Delta as a metaphorical palimpsest.   
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Day 5: Thursday, July 12, 2012 

 
 

Emmett Till and 
Civil Rights 
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Tour of Mound Bayou 

@ Mound Bayou, MS 

8:30 - 9:25 AM 

 
The day began with a tour of Mound Bayou, a nearby town 

known as the “Jewel of the Delta.” Mound Bayou has a very 

unique heritage story.  

 

In the late 1880’s, Isaiah Montogomery and Benjamin Green 

established a utopian community for African Americans north 

of Merigold, Mississippi. Both men had been born on the 

twin plantations owned by the Davis brothers (Jefferson and 

Joseph, who owned two of the largest slave plantations in 

Mississippi). Joseph Davis was heavily influenced by the 

philosophy of Robert Owen, who wrote “Train any population 

rationally, and they will be rational. Furnish honest and useful employments to those so trained, 

and such employments they will greatly prefer to dishonest or injurious occupations.” Hence, 

Robert Owen actually provided the intellectual base for the utopian community of New 

Harmony, Indiana, the salve freedman communities at Davis Bend, Mississippi, and the African 

American town of Mound Bayou, Mississippi. 

 

When Booker T. Washington visited Mound Bayou in 

1911, he said: “It [Mound Bayou] is not only a place 

where a Negro may get inspiration by seeing what other 

members of his race have accomplished, but a place, also, 

where he has an opportunity to learn some of the 

fundamental duties and responsibilities of social and civic 

life.” According to Dr. Brown, the situation at Mound 

Bayou can actually be seen as the mirror image of the 

white Jim Crow South, an all black community. The heydays here existed till the Great 

Depression, after which the cotton prices plunged and Mound Bayou’s economy collapsed. 

 

A key aspect of our visit to Mound Bayou was going to the 

Taborian Hospital, which was opened in 1942 by the 

International Order of Twelve Knights & Daughters of Tabor. 

Although it is now abandoned and in disrepair, the Taborian 

Hospital has significant historical value as it is the second oldest 

Black hospital in Mississippi and the first Health Maintenance 

Organization (HMO). Dr. T.R.M. Howard led the Taborian 

Hospital for a significant portion of its history and was also an 

important figure in the Mound Bayou community, civil rights, 

and African-American public health.  
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Rounding out the trip to Mound Bayou were visits to some 

historical houses in the town, like the long brick building of 

T.R.M Howard’s second hospital (Friendship Hospital), the 

Montgomery House, the first bank of Mound Bayou, St. 

Gabriel’s Mercy Center, Delta Health Center, and Peter’s 

Pottery. 

 

 

 

Lecture by Dr. Henry Outlaw 

@ Delta State University 

9:30 - 10:45 AM 

 

Dr. Henry Outlaw, former chair emeritus of the 

Physical Science department at Delta State 

University, gave a thought-provoking lecture 

comparing the classic novel “To Kill A 

Mockingbird” by Harper Lee to the influential 

Emmett Till case. 

 

14-year-old African-American Emmett Till of 

Chicago came to the Delta in the summer of 1955 

to visit his uncle, Mose Wright. Till was brutally 

murdered for allegedly whistling at a white woman named Carolyn Bryant. His mutilated body 

was found in the Tallahatchie River where it had been dumped and tied to the fan of a cotton 

gin with barbed wire. Till’s alleged murderers, J.W. Milam and Roy Bryant, were tried in Sumner, 

MS, and despite substantial evidence against them, the men were acquitted by an all-white  jury. 

In a brave effort to show the world what had happened to her son, Emmett’s mother, Mammie 

Till, displayed her son’s horribly disfigured body in an open casket funeral and photos of his 

body were published in Jet magazine. 

 

Bryant and Milam also harnessed the power of the press, using their protection under double 

jeopardy to safely sell the story of Emmett’s 

murder to Look magazine. The Till murder had a 

significant, catalyzing impact on the Civil Rights 

movement. 

 

Dr. Outlaw gave a very detailed timeline based 

description of the Emmett Till Murder and vivid 

descriptions of how the case proceeded. He 

collected oral histories, documents, and artifacts 

related to the Till case through the support of 

grants from the Mississippi Humanities Council 
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and created a very famous travel exhibit on the Till case which was displayed in the classroom 

for the participants benefit. Dr. Outlaw thoughtfully outlined the many connections between the 

real world Emmett Till case and “To Kill A Mockingbird”: involve the murder of African- American 

men after they supposedly broke honored social norms, passionate attorneys with strong moral 

conviction arguing against biased courts, and prejudiced antagonists, among several other 

similarities. Both the novel and the true story raise issues of justice and human decency. 

 

Lecture by Mr. Charles McLaurin 

@ Delta State University 

10:50 - 12:10 PM 

 
Civil rights activist Mr. Charles McLaurin led an 

engaging discussion of his personal experiences and 

work with the Student Non- Violent Coordinating 

Committee (SNCC).  

 

Mr. McLaurin was born in Jackson, Mississippi, where 

he received his early education in the Jackson Public 

Schools and attended Jackson State and Mississippi 

Valley State Universities, studying Political Science and 

Black History.  

 

In 1961, McLaurin joined the Student Non-Violent 

Coordinating Committee or SNCC, and took part in 

Boycotts, sit-ins picket demonstrations and voter 

registration drives in Jackson, Mississippi. Early in 

1962, he was recruited to participate in an intensive 

training program preparing for a massive voter 

registration campaign in the Mississippi Delta. In 

1963, McLaurin served as campaign manager for 

Fannie Lou Hamer in her bid for Congress from the 

second congressional district. He also directed the 1964 COFO (Congress of Federation 

Organizations) Freedom Summer Project in Sunflower County. During the project, McLaurin and 

Mrs. Hamer became close friends and worked 

together until her death in 1977 on many social and 

political projects in Mississippi.  

 

While trying to explain how SNCC is different from 

other Civil Rights group, he talked about two unique 

features. First of all they were not strictly ordered or 

structured in their mode of action; they would act 

spontaneously but wisely. Secondly, they focused on 

organizing grassroots movements; their goal was to 
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go to the people who had the least and build up leaders to 

pull up the community.   

 

McLaurin was arrested and jailed more than 30 times for his 

voter registration and for refusing to obey Jim Crow 

segregation laws in Mississippi. 

 
 

 

Showing of American Experience: Emmet Till 

@ Bus to Sumner, MS 

1:00‐2:00 

On the way to Sumner, 

Mississippi the participants 

watched the PBS American 

Experience documentary of 

Emmett Till. This PBS 

documentary follows the story 

of Emmett Till. The movie 

provides the historical 

background of the case and 

explores the effects of the case 

on the Civil Rights movement 

and the American culture. 

 
 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

“ Get people up,  

   Get them ready, and  

   Get out of their way. ” 

- Charles McLaurin’s Mentor 
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Emmett Till Panel 

@ Little Zion Baptist Church, Greenwood, MS 

2:00 - 3:15 PM 

 
 
 
 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Since the original courthouse, where the trial was heard 57 years ago, was under renovation, the 

panel met the participants at the Little Zion Baptist Church, just south of Money, where Emmett 

Till supposedly whistled at Carolyn Bryant.  

 

During the panel, the work of the Emmett Till Commission was described, the process of 

reopening the Emmett Till case in 2004 was explained, and the panelists and several community 

members gave accounts of their experiences with the case. 

 

Panelists and their narratives in brief: 

 

Sylvester Hoover: 

Deacon of the Little Zion MB Church, Hoover was born shortly after the Till 

murder and grew up in the neighborhood of Money, MS. 

 

He made it very clear that it was forbidden to ever speak about the Jim 

Crow stories and especially not about the Emmett Till case in Tallahatchie 

County. The barbaric and unjust nature of the closing of the Emmett Till 

case left such a lasting impression of helplessness and threat among the 

community that people would not even dare take the risk of talking 

about such issues, let alone attempt to seek justice. Parents would make 

sure to restrict their children accordingly. Mr. Hoover stressed on how 

the norm in the county was that any high spirited young person who 

would try to bring change would always be strongly subdued and 

eventually crushed by the community. Even today, the present school 
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curriculum does not focus attention on the Till case. One of the women who was in the store at 

the same time as Emmett Till and experienced what had happened with her own eyes is still alive 

but no one has yet been able to make her say what she did see. This shows the caution and 

apprehension that they still live with. 

 

Bruce Smith: 

The son of attorney Robert P. Smith III, the prosecutor in the Emmett Till trial 

 

His father, Robert Smith, was white and could not stand injustice.  Hence, 

he took up the case of Emmett Till as the Special Prosecutor.  Although he 

was a very respected personality in the community, this act of his 

garnered great antagonism from many white people who labeled his 

actions as disgraceful and starkly going against the Great Southern White 

Prestige. Nevertheless, his focus on getting justice for Emmett Till 

remained unshaken. Even Emmett Till’s mother agreed that no one else 

could have done a better job in preparing the case for a victory.  

 

He went onto talk about how the highly publicized trial of the two men 

was charged with extreme racial tension. African-American politicians and 

reporters from the North were treated contemptuously and were 

segregated in the courtroom. The substance of the defense was the 

astounding claim that Till was not actually dead. The badly decomposed 

body was identified only by Till's ring on its finger. The sheriff of Tallahatchie County, who 

investigated the case, speculated on the witness stand that an unnamed group of "rabble-

rousers" had planted the evidence. The all-male, all-white jury was apparently convinced: they 

acquitted Bryant and Milam after deliberating slightly longer than an hour. 

 

Dr. Henry Outlaw: 

Has collected oral histories, documents, and artifacts related to 

the Till case through the support of grants from the Mississippi 

Humanities Council. 

 

Dr. Outlaw spoke about how he had driven his grandmother 

from north Mississippi to Chicago in September of 1955 to see 

his father who was living on the South side at that time.  The 

funeral of Emmett Till was underway and he remembers the 

tension in the city while he was there.   
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James Powers 

Chair of the Mississippi Chapter of the American Civil Liberties Union, and longtime civil rights 

activist. 

 

Mr. Powers spoke briefly about the recent murder of Trayvon Martin in 

Florida and drew parallels between that unresolved case and the case of 

Emmett Till.  He also talked about witnessing a peaceful student protest 

at Delta State University in 1969 that ended when the protesters were all 

taken to Parchman State Penitentiary and imprisoned for their 

impertinence. 

 

A vigorous question and answer session ensued, climaxed when Mary 

Hoover (wife of Sylvester) passionately asked why she, as a black woman, 

was once so hated by the white communities. 

 
 
Robert Johnson’s Grave 

@ Little Zion Baptist Church, Greenwood, MS 

3:30 - 4:00 PM 

 
There is some controversy over where this renowned 

blues musician is buried, and he has three head stones 

in different potential grave sites in the delta. However, 

most of the Mississippi Blues Trail historians, including, 

the noted historian and record producer, Stephen C. 

LaVere, who has spent over 30 years researching 

Johnson's life, believes that Johnson's actual burial site 

is at the Little Zion Missionary Baptist Church two miles 

north of Greenwood, Mississippi. Little Zion was also 

suggested by Greenwood locals as the correct site for 

an indigent burial in 1938 and this was confirmed by 86-year-old Rosie Eskridge, whose 

husband, Tom Eskridge reportedly dug Johnson's grave. Mrs. Eskridge indicated about where 

she remembered the grave was and the legendary headstone was placed there. The grave was 

adorned with offerings from blues fans, such as bottles of beer, whiskey, pennies, Mardi Graw 

beads, lighters guitar picks, and other items. 

 

Important Sites in the Till Case 

@ Money, MS and surrounding area 

4:00‐ 4:30 PM 

 

Dr. Brown spoke during the bus ride to Glendora and eventually Sumner, describing the 

important sites in the Till case. The bus stopped at the remains of the Bryant Store, where the 

story began, J.W. Milam’s home, and the Glendora Gin.  J.W. Milam and Roy Bryant might had 
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taken a fan from the gin and tied it around Till’s neck before throwing him in the Tallahatchie 

River. Sumner is one of the two county seats in Tallahatchie County, and its Courthouse is where 

the trial of Emmett Till’s murderers was held.  We could not enter the building because it was 

currently under construction.  

 

 

Emmett Till Historic Intrepid Center 

@ Glendora, MS 

4:30 – 5:15 PM  

 
The Intrepid Center is located inside the old Glendora Gin, and is a modern museum telling the 

stories of Glendora and specifically of the Emmett Till case and also of Sonny Boy Williamson II, 

a harmonica player from the town.  This museum is a local effort that allows the tiny community 

to tell its own stories in its own words.   
 
 

Bus Ride Back to Delta State University 

@ Countryside, Mississippi 

5:15 - 7:00 PM 
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Po’ Monkey’s Lounge 

@ Merigold, MS 

8:00 - 10:00 PM 

 
Po’ Monkey’s Lounge is one of the last remaining rural 

jook joints and an icon of the Delta. Located in the 

middle of a cornfield, it is a sharecroppers shack 

inhabited by Mr. Willie Seabury (better known as Po’ 

Monkey) which he opens up on Thursday nights as a 

social space for dancing, drinking, pool playing, and 

general merriment. It has to be noted that Monkey 

does not own the house; the owner is the white farmer 

that he works for, but Monkey has a life-lease of that 

house.  Moreover, Monkey does not treat the place as 

a business; he hardly makes any profit from it. It is 

more out of his genuine desire to have people come over at his place and have a good time! 

During the day, Monkey still does the traditional farming and runs his tractor and other daily 

farming chores.  

 

Jook joints were once common throughout the Delta and rural countryside, as venues where 

farmers and community members would relax and have a good time. Jooks traditionally have an 

element of wickedness associated with them. They were also important venues in the 

development and enjoyment of blues music. 
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Day 6: Friday, July 13, 2012 

 
Memphis:  

The Music &  
The Movement 
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Bus Ride to Memphis 

@ Delta State University 

7:30-10:00 AM 

 
Dr. Brown prepared the group 

for the sights, sounds, and 

themes of the day. He 

described the city of 

Clarksdale. Highlighting the 

Delta Blues Museum, Theo’s 

Rock & Roll Museum, the 

Riverside Hotel, and Ground 

Zero Blues Club, Dr. Brown 

focused on the strong 

connection between Blues 

music and the city as the bus entered the historic town. As the 

first major stop on the pathway North during The Great Migration, many Delta Bluesmen came 

to Clarksdale to hone their skills. Being a bustling town that was home 

to several famous musicians like Ike Turner and 

Muddy Waters, Clarksdale is a city of great 

musical history. Furthermore, Clarksdale houses 

the highly celebrated Yazoo-Clarksdale Blues 

festival every year.  

 

The group also paused at a restored Jim Crow 

era grey hound bus station. With segregated 

waiting rooms and bathroom facilities, the bus 

station is a good example of the strict 

adherence to Jim Crow segregation.  

 

As the bus left Clarksdale continuing on its route to Memphis, the participants watched “Going 

to Chicago”, a documentary that follows a group of native Mississippians as they retrace and 

retell their experiences during the Great Migration. As the documentary illustrates, many African 

Americans from the Delta left Mississippi and the hardships of to find well-paying jobs in the 

North, particularly Chicago. However, once in the North, as the film explains, many African 

Americans faced new struggles, like lack of affordable 

housing, as they acclimated to urban living.   

 

The group also watched a recruiting “documentary” that was 

produced by SNCC in 1963 in their effort to convince college 

students to come to Mississippi and help register voters.  This 

film, “A Dream Deferred,” is an emotional look at the 

segregated Delta. 
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The Cotton Museum 

@ Memphis, TN 

10:15-11:00 AM 

 
The Cotton Museum at the Memphis Cotton Exchange was the Most Southern Place on Earth’s 

first stop in Memphis. Upon arrival, the group was treated to a brief introduction to the Cotton 

Exchange’s history by the museum’s director. 

 

The saying goes like when one visits the Cotton Museum, one is treading on the legendary floor 

of the Memphis Cotton Exchange where cotton traders once stood at the center of the global 

cotton economy. Until the advent of the computer, the activities associated with that cotton 

market all took place in the offices in and around Front Street in a neighborhood that came to 

be known as Cotton Row. Wagon loads and then truckloads of cotton samples from the 

surrounding Delta came to Front Street to be classed and graded, bought and sold, financed 

and insured, and then shipped to destinations around the world.  

 

As the most influential crop in the American South’s history, cotton reigned as “King of the 

South” for more than a century. Forming the foundations of Southern society and racial 

relations, cotton, as the Cotton Museum depicts, impacted nearly every part of society. With a 

self-guided tour through artifacts, videos, and orals histories, the participants received a first-

hand experience of cotton’s powerful cultural legacy. 

 

The museum’s new addition, “The Changing World of Cotton” at the Exploration Hall wing, 

amazed the participants by its very fancy and comprehendible presentation of the evolution in 

science and engineering behind the cotton processing. It is a hands-on, interactive exhibit 

exploring advances in mechanization, biotechnology and environmental sustainability, as well as 

the evolution of cotton as the most popular, versatile fabric in the world. 
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Stax Museum of American Soul Music 

@ Memphis, TN 

11:15-12:30 PM 

The participants went 

to the Stax Museum of 

American Soul Music 

as their next stop in 

Memphis. The Stax 

Museum, located 

where the Stax 

Recording Studio once 

stood, pays tribute to 

artists of soul music. Founded in 1957 by Jim Stewart 

and Estelle Axon, Stax pioneered the sound of soul music with artists like Otis Redding, Isaac 

Hayes, The Staple Sisters, Carla Thomas, and the Bar- Kays. Singing “feel good music” that 

blended emotional singing with funky instrumentals, the integrated roster of artists of Stax, 

(many of whom were from the local area) revolutionized the music of the time.  

 

Stax achieved international influence as a 

beacon of hope to the impoverished and a 

symbol of racial harmony to the world . Prior 

to Dr. Martin Luther King’s assassination, Stax 

Records was, in many respects, the living 

manifestation of his dream. Color was not an 

issue: from Booker T. and the MGs in the 

studio to employees in the corridors, Stax was 

racially mixed. The company was also a vehicle 

for economic empowerment and produced so 

much musical talent that it became known as 

“Soulsville USA”.  

 

Unfortunately, the Stax record label fell to the pressures 

of rapid growth and expansion, causing the business to 

disband during the racial turmoil following Dr. Martin 

Luther King’s death. Stax Records closed in 1975 due to 

forced bankruptcy. Although Stax is not a functioning 

label today, the legacy of their music still lives on.  

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

“Music was a vital part 

of the Civil Rights 

Movement, bridging the 

communication and 

generation gaps of the 

1950s and 60s.”  
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The Four Way Grill 

@ Memphis, TN 

12:30-2:35 PM 

 
For lunch, the group ate at the historic Four Way Grill. 

As the location of Dr. Martin Luther King’s last meal, 

the group enjoyed the restaurant’s historical 

significance as well as its delicious southern cooking. 

 

 

 

 
 
 

National Civil Rights Museum 

@ Memphis, TN 

2:35- 4:30 PM 

As the culminating site in the Most Southern Place on Earth’s exploration of the Civil Rights 

Movement, the teachers visited The National Civil Rights Museum. Located in the Lorrain Hotel, 

the assassination site of the legendary Civil Rights leader Dr. Martin Luther King Jr., the museum 

chronicles key events in the American Civil Rights Movement. Providing a comprehensive 

journey through the American struggle for equality, the exhibits begin with the legacy of slavery 

and follow the movement through the 1960s. With its end in the hotel room where Dr. King 

spent his last hours alive, the museum artfully blends videos, artifacts, and interactive recreations 

of historic events to honor this important time in American history. 

 

The museum also includes exhibits documenting the events of Dr. King’s murder and the 

subsequent investigation. Located in the building where James Earl Ray, Dr. King’s assassin, fired 

the fatal shot, the new addition gave the participants insight into the murder’s investigation. 
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The Peabody Hotel 

@ Memphis, TN 

4:30 - 5:30 PM 

 

Author David Cohn once said, “The Mississippi Delta 

begins in the lobby of The Peabody Hotel and ends on 

Catfish Row in Vicksburg... If you stand near its 

fountain in the middle of the lobby... ultimately you will 

see everybody who is anybody in the Delta...”. As a test 

of Cohn’s statement, the Most Southern Place on Earth 

participants ended their day in Memphis at The 

Peabody Hotel. There, the group watched the 

legendary Duck March. The Duck march is a daily 

event that highlights the famous Peabody ducks 

as they exit the lobby fountain and march on a red 

carpet to their Penthouse suite. The Peabody 

Hotel is the perfect illustration of the opulent side 

of the Delta, and as Will Campbell has described 

the Delta:  “Garish opulence and abject poverty.” 

 

 

 

Bus Ride Back to Campus 

6:00 - 8:00 PM 
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Day 7: Saturday, July 14, 2012 

 
 

The Delta in Diaspora 
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“The most significant 

measure of the Great 

Migration was the act 

of leaving itself.” 

- Isabel Wilkerson 

The Delta in Diaspora 

@ Delta State University 

8:00 - 11:30 AM 

 

Dr. Marcus started the session by setting the context for 

understanding migrations in general and their significance and 

then moved onto a very pictorial, clear and comprehendible 

description of the Great Migration. 

 

Many social scientists have historically concluded that the great 

migration led to trouble in the urban world. However, he made 

it clear that there is newly available information in the US 

census supporting the opposite. These new records debunk the 

myth that greater migrations mostly lead to intercity 

dysfunction.   

 

The African Americans moved from out of the South to the 

bigger cities of the Midwest and North, especially Chicago. The 

factors were both push- racial segregation, economic setback, agricultural mechanization- and 

pull- better perception of equal opportunity, higher pay, huge labor demand etc. And Chicago, 

which Muddy Waters called the “biggest city in Mississippi”, was the mostly preferred 

destination. This could be attributed to the ease of access due to the intersection of the national 

railroad system. He went to explain how Chicago was considered the safe haven of opportunity 

for the black people.  

 

Dr. Marcus broadly categorized the impacts of the diaspora on four major domains: diffusion of 

culture, evolution of urban geography, broader infrastructure and circuitry for political 

enfranchisement and positive redefining of racial relations.   

 

He also talked about the growth and trail of the Blues since 

historical times. He explained how the music of the delta 

blossomed with the migration. As he put it: this delta can 

definitely be considered the birthplace of the real Blues, 

because the Delta Blues are the ones who influenced the most 

musicians and public. He also talked about the impact of the 

Diaspora on different musical expressions, like, evolution and 

dissemination of Jazz, Gospel, Blues, Hillbilly, Country, Rock ’a’ 

Billy, Soul, R & B and Rock ‘n Roll.  

 

After the taste-of-the-day break, Dr. Marcus started the second part of his talk, which was bout 

the different kinds of diffusion, like spatial, relocation and expansion diffusion as well as the 

kinds of expansion diffusion. In these regards, there were some discussions on the amazing and 

famous diffusion of the “Open G tuning”, originating from Bo Diddley – a Mississippian- and the 
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incredible diffusion of the 1960s “British 

Invasion” that brought American music 

“home” and the Americans felt as if they 

were listening it for the very first time.   

 

Dr. Marcus also talked a bit about the 

essence of “culture”. It has to be 

understood that culture is not genetic but 

learned; it is defined as “shared pattern of 

learned behavior.” Most importantly, it is 

highly inappropriate to interpret it as a euphemism for sophistication. He also talked a bit about 

the concept of cultural landscape and how the Blues played a very significant role in shaping the 

Delta’s and their immigrating cities’ cultural landscapes.   

 

He supplemented most of his explanations by playing interesting YouTube videos that helped 

consolidate the concepts in the participants’ minds. 

 

In response to questions raised about the heritage of visual arts in the delta, Dr. Marcus 

explained that there has been only a meager tradition of visual arts in the delta, especially 

because of the lack of resources necessary in the production of that art-form. One predominant 

feature of that art was the influence of the colors of the delta, like the gradient of colors of the 

sunset, sunrise, gleaming blend of the river and skies, intense green fields, parched or shriveled 

brown fields etc. 

 

Mojo-Making, Evaluation and Conclusion: 

@ Delta State University 

2:00 – 3:30 PM 

In order to refresh and appreciate all the 

stories that the participants have been 

exposed to and all the unique experiences 

that they have had with all the many 

different parts and institutions of the 

delta, participants were walked through 

the tradition of making Mojos. Dr. Brown 

explained the process and the underlying 

motive.  

 

A mixture of small physical remembrances 

from all those “uniquely-delta” parts were put in a black pouch and tied up with a blue string 

(representing the blue Mississippi river), ending with a note of the contents. The participants got 

very enthusiastically engaged in making their own Mojos and executed the task in all 

seriousness. It was a phase that helped flash in their minds the scenes of all the experiences that 

they had over the week.  
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It is believed that the Mojo makers will be 

bestowed with better control over their minds. Dr. 

Brown also requested them to exhibit their Mojos 

in their homes or offices, so that people notice 

them, get amazed and get even more fascinated 

hearing the significance and motivation behind 

making the Mojo. The participants also seemed 

very keen on disseminating their knowledge and 

spreading awareness about the importance of the 

delta. The mojos also included some of Dr. Brown’s 

special “comeback oil,” which will hopefully 

incite the workshop participants to return to the 

Delta with their own groups. With completed 

mojos in hand, Dr. Brown offered some 

concluding remarks on the workshop, thanking 

participants for their enthusiasm, hard work, and 

interest in the Delta and congratulating them on 

being well-informed about the most Southern, 

as well as, the most “American” place on earth.  
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The Mojo Ingredients: 

 

 Dirt from Highway 61 
 Cotton Seed 
 Black Eyed Peas 
 Pebbles from  

 Taborian Hospital,  
 the Crossroads, and 
 the Bryant Store in Money 

 Flowers from Chinese Cemetery 
 Dr. Brown’s Homemade Comeback Oil 
 Sand from Flood of 1927 Museum 
 Dr. King’s Mountaintop Speech 
 Mississippi Voter Registration Form 
 Muddy Water 
 Tortilla 
 Macaroni 
 Fortune from Fortune Cookie 
 Vinyl Blues Album 
 Hair of a Black Cat 
 Crawling King Snake Skin 
 Brick from Dockery Farm 
 BBs 
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Songs and Tastes of the Day 
 
 
Day 2: “When the Levee Breaks”  

  - Memphis Minnie,  

   Fried Catfish 

 

 

Day 3: “Sail Away” – Randy Newman,  

            Delta Chinese 

 

 

 

 

Day 4: “The Weary Blues” - Langston Hughes,  

            “Crossroad Blues” - Robert Johnson,  

            Hot Tamales 

 

 

 

 

Day 5: “The Death of Emmett Till” - Bob Dylan,  

   Koolickles 

 

 

 

 

Day 6: “Green Onions” - Booker T & MG’s,  

  “Soul Food” from Four Way Grill 

 

 

 

 

Day 7: “Sweet Home Chicago” - Robert Johnson,  

   Fried Chicken & Pound Cake 
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Name:  Tess Lantos 

From: Oakland, CA 

Name:  Mary Dohrman 

From: Huntsville, AL   

Name:  Graham Long 

From:  Baltimore, MD 

Name:  Stuart Lipkowitz 

From: Albuquerque, NM 

Name:  Emily Squires 

From:  Memphis, TN 

Name:  David Doubleday 

From: Hope, ME 
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Name:  Wendi Stetson 

From:  Binghamton, NY 

Name:  Rich Mertes 

From:  Wanwatosa, WI 

Name:  Mavis McLean 

From:  Marianna, FL 

Name:  Shaunna Reinisch 

From:  Ravena, NY 

Name:  Bill Storz 

From:  Kirby, VT 

Name:  Christine Marshall 

From:  St. Louis, Missouri 
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Name:  Jesse Jakubiak 

From:  Worcester, MA 

Name:  Mary McCullagh 

From: Plantation, FL 

Name:  Scott Wofford 

From: Raleigh, NC  

Name:  Kim McPhail 

From:  Plainfield, NJ 

Name:  Erica Skibbie 

From: Lombard, IL 

Name:  Gina M. Jackson 

From:  San Diego, CA 
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Name:  Craig Lyon 

From: Storm Lake, IA 

Name:  Chris Barry 

From:  Maaroneck, NY 

Name:  Brian Croone  

From:  Stillwater, MT 

Name:  Jennifer Harden 

From:  San Diego, CA 

Name:  Bob Losbaugh 

From: McCook, NE  

Name:  Patrick O’Neil 

From: Charlotte, NC  
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Name:  Tim Lewis 

From: Bronx, NY  

Name:  Steve Sayed 

From:  Dunbar, NE 

Name:  Bryan Seith 

From:  Sandy Springs, MD 

Name:  Larnette Snow 

From:  Cana, VA 

Name:  Clint Wagner 

From: Memphis, TN  

Name:  Thom Buescher 

From:  Cushing, ME 
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Name:  Erin Bakkon 

From:  Portsmith, NH 

Name:  Ryan Norton 

From: Ft.Lauderdale, FL 

Name:  Chris Pears 

From:  Minnetonka, MN 

Name:  Rich Woolery 

From: Westlake Vill., CA  

Name:  Mike Albert 

From: Rancho Palos, CA 

Name:  Michelle Davis 

From: Hayes, VA 
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From: Chesterton, IN 

Name:  Chuck Steinbower 

From:  Columbus, OH 
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Robertson Scholar 
Duke Univeristy 

Class of 2015 

Name: Dr. Luther Brown 

Director 

Delta Center for Culture & Learning 

Name:  Lee Aylward 

Coordinator for 

Community & Student 

Outreach 

Name: Dr. Mark Bonta 

Master Teacher 

STAFFS 
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EVALUATION RESULTS 

A section of the Workshop Evaluation form given to the participants was about grading 

each activity of the workshop on a scale of 1 to 5. The numerical analysis of the 

feedback is reported in the table below: 

Day Activity Count of Scores Percentage Score 

 
  

No. 
of 1s 

No. 
of 2s 

No. 
of 3s 

No. 
of 4s 

No. 
of 5s 

Green: 90-100% 
Yellow: 80-89% 
Blue: 70 – 79% 

July 8, 2012        

 

Reception at the Railroad 
Museum 

1 0 8 16 8 78.2 

July 9, 2012         

 
Introduction 0 1 4 18 11 80.6 

 
Discussion Session 0 2 6 15 11 80.6 

 

Movie: LaLee’s Kin: The 

Legacy of Cotton 
0 0 1 4 31 96.7 

 
Discussion led by Reggie Barnes 0 0 2 7 27 93.9 

 
Levee Break Site 0 0 2 11 23 94.3 

 
Blue Levee (Catfish Dinner) 0 0 2 13 21 90.6 

July 10, 2012         

 
Discussion of the Delta Chinese 0 1 9 12 15 82.2 

 
Discussion of the Delta Jews 0 0 5 13 19 87.6 

 
Greenville's 27 Flood Museum 1 2 6 17 10 78.3 

 
Greenville's black graveyard 0 2 10 10 12 78.8 

 

Guest Scholar- Dr. Charles 
Wilson 

0 7 7 17 6 71.9 

 
Bill Abel, History of the Blues 0 0 0 12 25 93.5 

July 11, 2012         
 Dockery and The Crossroads 0 0 0 9 28 95.1 

 Fanny Lou Hamer's gravesite 0 0 1 5 31 96.2 

 BB King Museum 0 0 1 8 28 94.6 

 Guest Scholar- David Evans 7 8 7 7 6 58.3 

 Curriculum Session- Dr. Bonta 1 3 10 7 15 77.8 

July 12, 2012         
 Tour of Mound Bayou 0 0 5 14 17 86.7 

 
Emmett Till and To Kill a 
Mockingbird 

1 0 5 16 14 83.3 
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 Charles McLaurin 0 0 2 8 26 93.3 

 Panel discussion of Till Case 1 1 4 8 22 87.2 

 Sumner Courthouse 0 1 9 15 10 81.8 

 Emmett Till Intrepid Center 1 3 8 11 14 78.4 

 Po Monkey's Lounge 0 0 2 5 30 95.1 

July 13, 2012         
 Bus Ride to Memphis 0 0 8 13 15 86.3 

 
Greyhound Bus Station, 
Clarksdale  

0 2 7 15 13 81.1 

 Cotton Museum 0 0 6 11 20 90.0 

 Stax Museum 0 0 1 2 34 97.8 

 Lunch 4  Way Grill 0 0 8 13 15 83.9 

 National Civil Rights Museum 1 0 0 1 35 97.3 

 Lobby of the Peabody 1 4 8 15 9 74.6 

 Bus Ride Home 0 1 8 14 13 79.5 

July 14, 2012         
 Guest Scholar- Dr. Alan Marcus 0 0 5 13 17 89.4 

 Mojo Making 0 0 0 4 21 93.1 
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A section of the Workshop Evaluation form given to the participants was about grading 

each activity of the workshop on a scale of 1 to 5. From the filled-up evaluation form of 

each participant, we summed up the scores that the participant assigned to each of the 

35 activities and from that sum we calculated the resulting total percentage score given 

by the participant to the entire workshop. We then categorized the scores given by all 

the 40 participants in bands ranked in order of worthwhileness: “Highly Pleased”, 

“Pleased”, “Satisfied” and “So-So”. 

Impression of the Workshop on Participants Count % 

Participants "Highly Pleased"  (Gave Total Score  >= 90%) 11 30 

Participants "Pleased"               (Gave Total Score between 80 and 90%) 21 57 

Participants "Satisfied"              (Gave Total Score between 70 and 80%) 4 11 

Participants "So-So"                   (Gave Total Score < 70%) 1 2 

 

 

 

  

 

 

30% 

57% 

11% 

2% 

Impression of the Workshop on Participants  

% of Participants "Highly Pleased"
(Gave Total Score  >= 90%)

% of Participants "Pleased"
(Gave Total Score between 80 and 90%)

% of Participants "Satisfied"
(Gave Total Score between 70 and 80%)

% of Participants "So-So"
(Gave Total Score < 70%)
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“[Comment on the 
faculty and staff] I felt 
that everyone involved 
was very professional 
and courteous. They 
answered all questions 
and were helpful in 
every respect.” 

 

 

“I came to the Delta not as a Blues 
fan, but I am pretty sure that this 
status of mine is changing now. I 
think I got the most out from Dr. 
Brown’s talks and through the visits 
to the museums. The faculty is 
undoubtedly very knowledgeable. I 
turned down other NEH workshops 
at bustling cities to come to the 
Delta and with this experience I have 
no regrets at all. ”  

 

“I was enlightened about the 
connection between the Delta & 
Culture (Blues), the history & 
its people and the agrarian 
economy of the region. Now I 
am better prepared to discuss 
the Delta with a more informed 
perspective. Honestly, I had 
reservations about coming to 
Mississippi, but now I certainly 
will return. ”  

“I found the site visits to be most 
meaningful. The format was 
excellently devised, providing 
context both before and after the 
bus-classes to make the experiences 
meaningful. My favorite overall 
experience was the National Civil 
Rights Museum. It was the perfect 
synthesis of all the materials that we 
have learned. I am here based on a 
recommendation and I will 
definitely recommend it to others 
as well.” 

 

“The “hands on” experiences 
were fantastic. As a teaching 
model, tasting, walking, 
touching are important for 
retention and very nice use was 
made of them. Particular 
speakers like Charles McLaurin 
were great. The Emmett Till 
stuff was powerful. It was great 
to hear from people directly 
involved.” 

 

“All the first hand experiences 
were amazing. Our visit to the 
Dockery and all of the Emmett 
Till sites were especially cool. The 
Stax Museum really broadened 
my knowledge of soul music. I 
loved making the Mojo! It will 
help me remember everything I 
learned. Hearing from Reggie 
Barnes was eye-opening and 
inspiring.” 

 

“Hearing Charles McClaurin talk 
about his work with SNCC was 
very powerful. Physically visiting 
the places that I have read, taught 
and thought about for years was 
very fulfilling. I loved playing 
Blues with Bill Abel. I loved 
going to Dockery. Civil Rights 
Museum was very moving. Po’ 
Monkeys was wonderful.”  

Participants’ Comment-Bites 
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Lesson Plans 

As a part of this workshop, all participants were required to create lesson plans or other 

reflection materials based on the workshop course content. They have all been 

uploaded at the workshop website page: 

http://www.blueshighway.org/nehlessonplans2012.htm 

 

 
For More Information: 

Please visit the Most Southern Place on Earth website: 
http://www.blueshighway.org/mostsouthernplace.htm 

Or e-mail Dr. Luther Brown: lbrown@deltastate.edu 

mailto:lbrown@deltastate.edu
http://www.blueshighway.org/nehlessonplans2012.htm
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